Covid 19 pandemic necessitates a sudden shift to remote work environments – every day we are moving closer to
completely borderless data access.
Is your organization prepared to address all the security threats that are coming?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Man in the Middle
Vulnerable Security Protocol
(e.g. WEP)
Rogue Access Points
Evil Twin
War Driving
Packet Sniffing

•
•

Data Stores
Use of local, removable drives
Use of personal/public cloud
accounts

•

Misconfiguration
Rapid shift to remote workforce
leads to data vulnerabilities

Enterprise VPN/Modem

WiFi

•

•

•
•

Low Performance leading to
download of data for consumption
Web
Personal access combined with
business access
Phishing
Malware

DAtAnchor revolutionizes data security by allowing encryption to seamlessly flow with the data, empowering
companies to use their data in a controlled manner, invisible to employees [and their workflow].

Why DAtAnchor?
DAtAnchor allows universal transparent encryption – meaning you have control of who, when, and where your data is accessed
using any access criteria you can imagine. It ensures sensitive data is unable to leave the business without consent, regardless of
where it is consumed. DAtAnchor encrypts and restricts access based on dynamic boundaries, set by the company management.
Simple

Compliant

Ready to Deploy

• Built for remote and distributed access

• Complies with CCPA, HIPAA, NIST, etc.

•

Deployment within hours

• No change in existing workflows

• Real-time monitoring, including logs of all
access to data and dynamic revocation
capabilities

•

Runs seamlessly in the background
without employees having knowledge

•

Already built to work safely in
cloud/network shares

• No plugins needed (no constant updates)
• Management sets parameters,
DAtAnchor does the rest

Call
To
Action

• Any file out of context for any reason is
rendered unreadable (cipher text)

Fill out the questionnaire at this link to assess your preparedness for remote workforce.
Ask your MSP about DAtAnchor’s comprehensive solution that requires no training for the employees
thanks to its simple, low-maintenance design. Encryption can save your organization from a costly attack –
whether that be internal or external – during an especially vulnerable time for organizations shifting to a
remote workforce. With DAtAnchor, you have access and control of your data, integrated within your
current platform in a matter of hours.
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